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Architecture and Performance of the Hardware Accelerators
in IBM’s PowerEN Processor
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Computation at the edge of a datacenter has unique characteristics. It deals with streaming data from mul-
tiple sources, going to multiple destinations, often requiring repeated application of one or more of several
standard algorithmic kernels. These kernels, related to encryption, compression, XML Parsing and regular
expression searching on the data, demand a high data processing rate and power efficiency. This suggests
the use of hardware acceleration for key functions. However, robust general purpose processing support is
necessary to orchestrate the flow of data between accelerators, as well as perform tasks that are not suited
to acceleration. Further, these accelerators must be tightly integrated with the general purpose computation
in order to keep invocation overhead and latency low. The accelerators must be easy for software to use, and
the system must be flexible enough to support evolving networking standards.

In this article, we describe and evaluate the architecture of IBM’s PowerEN processor, with a focus on
PowerEN’s architectural enhancements and its on-chip hardware accelerators.

PowerEN unites the throughput of application-specific accelerators with the programmability of general
purpose cores on a single coherent memory architecture. Hardware acceleration improves throughput by
orders of magnitude in some cases compared to equivalent computation on the general purpose cores. By
offloading work to the accelerators, general purpose cores are freed to simultaneously work on computation
less suited to acceleration.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Transistor size and integration continue to scale according to Moore’s Law. How-
ever, the slowdown in the scalability of transistor power and diminishing returns
from adding complexity to general purpose microarchitectures have given rise to
multicore processor chips over the past decade. Further improvements in energy-
proportional computing have been proposed and achieved using heterogeneity in
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multicore chips [Hofstee 2005; Kumar et al. 2006]. Domain specific software can ex-
ploit heterogeneity further by embracing domain specific hardware accelerators [Hou
et al. 2011]. Hardware acceleration has been identified as a key approach to continue
scaling performance in the future [Borkar and Chien 2011; Esmaeilzadeh et al. 2011].
However, the computational advantages of hardware acceleration must be balanced
against the communication and data movement overheads they impose [Nilakantan
et al. 2013].

As networking continues to mature, more and more function is becoming amenable
to being embedded in the network itself. Edge-of-network applications represent a
growing class of workloads with unique characteristics that blur the boundaries
between server and network applications. Such applications include cyber security,
network intrusion detection, database acceleration, online transaction processing
request checking and normalization, service oriented architecture acceleration, and
TCP/FTP/HTTP offload. These functions are typically highly parallel in nature, work
with streaming data, and stress cryptography, compression and pattern scanning algo-
rithms, as well as network function. Hardware acceleration presents an opportunity to
greatly enhance both the performance and energy efficiency of edge-of-network func-
tions compared to handling them via traditional, general-purpose computing.

There has been substantial work in industry over the last decade to address this
computation domain by companies such as Cavium [Cavium Inc. 2010], NetLogic
[Broadcom Inc. 2012], Tilera [Tilera Inc. 2012] and others. Such SOCs attack network
applications by integrating tens of simple, efficient cores with a bevy of domain-specific
accelerators. Methodologies for FPGA-based hardware acceleration solutions have also
been proposed [Lavasani et al. 2012]. These highlight the fact that edge-of-network
processing is becoming an key differentiator in data center performance. In this article
we describe the architecture of IBM’s PowerEN processor [Brown et al. 2011; Franke
2010; Franke et al. 2010; Johnson et al. 2010; Pasetto et al. 2011], focusing on how the
architecture enables hardware acceleration.

We find that many unique architecture and implementation features come together
in PowerEN to make it an exciting step towards heterogeneous special-purpose chip
design. While accelerators provide orders of magnitude improvement in power and
performance over software implementations of key kernels, general purpose cores are
needed to both handle tasks that are not acceleratable, and to coordinate accelera-
tor operations. Given the throughput oriented nature of the tasks at the edge of the
network, the chip supports many general purpose cores, each with many hardware
threads. In order to maintain low overhead communication between the cores and the
accelerators the architecture provides a new instruction that can be accessed from user
mode code (without needing a switch to system mode). Similarly, in order to maintain
low overhead data movement between cores and accelerators, the accelerators share
the virtual address space with each program context, have hardware address transla-
tion support and participate in the cache coherence protocol. The implementation of
the chip supports various power reduction and power management techniques. In this
work we describe these architectural enhancements in PowerEN, and take an in-depth
look at the architecture and performance capabilities of each hardware accelerator
on chip.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a high-level
overview of the PowerEN chip. Section 3 highlights the unique architectural features of
PowerEN while describing the data and control flow across the chip resources in a typ-
ical usage scenario. The next few sections describe in some depth the functionality and
performance of the on-chip hardware accelerators. Sections 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 describe
the architecture and performance of the Host Ethernet Adapter, the Pattern-Matching
accelerator, the Cryptography accelerator, the Compression and Decompression
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Fig. 1. PowerEN chip layout.

accelerator, and the XML accelerator respectively. Section 9 summarizes the findings
and concludes.

2. OVERVIEW OF POWEREN

The PowerEN processor was designed to meet the demands of next-generation net-
works. It integrates 16 general purpose, multithreaded processor cores with an array
of accelerators. The combination of many, multithreaded cores with multitenant accel-
erators exploits the natural parallelism found in network processing workloads where
data packets very often can be processed independently of each other. This processing
is orchestrated by several novel control mechanisms built into the PowerEN hardware
that enable software to track and guide packets as they flow through chip. The chal-
lenge is to complete the processing steps (“use case”) for each packet while maintaining
the overall bandwidth goals for the chip. As is typical with network processing, the goal
for PowerEN was to sustain 50% of the peak line rate while also being able to absorb
short periods of 100% line rate.

The PowerEN architecture is accelerator friendly. It provides architectural and
microarchitectural features that let software easily and efficiently use the hardware
accelerators. In this section, we first describe the microarchitectural components of the
PowerEN chip and a fully connected multichip PowerEN system. We then describe the
control and data flows in a typical usage scenario. Finally, we highlight the specific
architectural extensions in PowerEN that enable software to communicate with and
use the accelerators efficiently. Where possible, we will provide insights into how some
of the design and structure sizing decisions were made.

Figure 1 shows the PowerEN die. The PowerEN chip consists of a collection of
16 general purpose cores, two dual-channel memory controllers and a collection of
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accelerators (Host Ethernet Adapter, Multi-Pattern Matching, Compression/Decom-
pression, Cryptographic Data Mover and XML Processing).

The A2 general purpose cores were designed for throughput and power efficiency
over and above single-thread performance. Applications in the target space have large
amounts of thread-level parallelism due to the highly parallel nature of the input net-
work stream. Network traffic is typically composed of a large number of flows that can
be processed independently. As will be described, the Ethernet interface automatically
separates such flows to efficiently expose this inherent parallelism.

Prior evaluations found that 16 highly threaded in-order cores with integrated I/O
and hardware accelerators provided a 50% power reduction at constant performance
compared to a similar chip with 8 out-of-order cores focused on single-thread perfor-
mance [Franke 2010]. These investigations formed the starting point for PowerEN.
Quantitative analysis of proprietary target workloads built on this foundation, guid-
ing numerous sizing decisions, such as number of cores, size of L2 cache, DRAM
bandwidth, etc. The strategy was always to meet or exceed application throughput
requirements with minimal power expenditure.

The resulting A2 core is 64-bit PowerPC Book-E architecture compliant [Power
ISA-2.06 2013]. The core supports in-order execution and dual issue over four hard-
ware threads in a fine-grained simultaneous multithreaded (SMT) fashion. The
pipeline is 12 stages long with 27-Fo4 per stage. Each A2 has a unified branch/integer/
load-store execution pipe and a floating point execution pipe.

With 16 cores, a single PowerEN chip supports 64 live hardware threads allow-
ing PowerEN to sustain high instruction throughput with simple, power-efficient
pipelines. However, the cache and memory subsystem must be quite sophisticated to
support concurrent execution of so many threads in a high-bandwidth application. It
starts with 16KB 4-way set-associative L1-I caches and 16KB 8-way set-associative
L1-D caches. PowerEN uses 64B cache lines throughout. Miss-under-miss within and
between threads is enabled using an 8-entry load miss queue and a 4-entry instruc-
tion miss queue. The L1 caches are relatively small because the 4-way SMT efficiently
covers L2 hit latencies.

Address translation is performed by fully associative L1 instruction and data TLBs
backed by a 512-entry 4-way set-associative unified TLB, with hardware page table
walker. All TLBs support multiple page sizes (4KB, 64KB, 1MB, 16MB and 1GB).

Four cores share a unified 2MB 8-way set-associative L2 cache. The L2 data array is
built from embedded DRAM, saving area and power. An L2 cache shared by four cores
amortizes the storage of shared data, particularly instructions, and reduces the power
of coherency snoops, while keeping L2 latency and the complexity of the core/L2 inter-
connect low. Each L2 cache is inclusive of the eight L1 caches above it, and thereby
acts as a snoop-filter for them. The four on-chip L2 caches are kept coherent using a
sophisticated snoopy protocol.

In similar fashion, accelerator design was guided by quantitative analysis of target
workloads, in contrast to formal analysis [Zidenberg et al. 2012]. Workload character-
istics drove the selection of the specific accelerators, accelerator functionality and ac-
celerated bandwidth. PowerEN includes accelerators that perform functions common
across multiple target workloads, show significant power advantages over execution
on the A2 core, and typically provide much higher throughput than general-purpose
cores are capable of.

All components, including the accelerators (and multiple PowerEN chips in a
multichip system), are interconnected via a fabric called PBus that provides hard-
ware cache coherence and data transfer support. PBus splits transactions into address
and data components, supports multiple unit-to-unit links and implements a snooping
protocol to increase the interconnect bandwidth. Each unit on the PBus has interfaces
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Fig. 2. PowerEN chip overview.

Fig. 3. A fully connected 4-chip PowerEN system.

and control logic to communicate on a command bus, a reflected command bus, a par-
tial response bus, a combined response bus and read and write data buses. Figure 2
illustrates these components. 4 PowerEN chips can be connected together into a Sym-
metric Multi Processor complex in order to handle higher traffic data rates. Each chip
to chip link supports 20GBps data movement bandwidth. Figure 3 shows such a fully
configured system.

PowerEN employs aggressive power reduction and power management tech-
niques [Franke 2010; Johnson et al. 2010] including static voltage and frequency
scaling, multivoltage design, multiclocking, extensive clock-gating, multiple threshold
voltage devices, dynamic thermal control, eDRAM caches and circuit design to enable
low voltage operation. Each chip’s main Vdd voltage required for operation at different
target frequencies is determined at test and stored in on-chip nonvolatile memory, re-
trieved at power-on and used to program off-chip voltage regulators. All circuits that
operate under the Vdd Adaptive Power Supply domain are designed to operate at 0.7V
or lower. There are multiple voltage domains which lets each circuit be supplied only
the minimum voltage to operate correctly. The clock distribution minimizes skew, and
the implementation supports multiple clock domains. Clock gating is extensively em-
ployed to reduce dynamic power. Devices with different threshold voltages reduce leak-
age power; overall, across the chip, about 75% of the devices are Super-high Vt, about
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Table I. Overview of PowerEN Capabilities

Unit Capability Performance
A2 Processor
Core

4 threads, scalar FP, dual-issue, 16KB I- and
D-caches

2.3GHz

L2 Cache 2MB shared by 4 cores, 8-way set associative
Memory 4x channels, 64b+ECC each Up to 1600MHz DDR-3, 64GB

memory, 50GB/s bandwidth
Cryptography Encryption, Decryption, Authentication,

Asymmetric Math, Asynchronous Data Mover,
Random Number Generator

up to 50Gbit/s (symmetric) and
10M ops/sec (asymmetric math)

Compression and
Decompression

LZ77 and Huffman coding/decoding 9Gbit/s (average across
Canterbury Corpus suite)

Host Ethernet
Adapter

Packet preclassification, automatic packet
queue management

4x 10Gbit/s ports

Pattern
Matching
Engine

Up to 1024 pattern contexts, 1000s of regular
expressions per context, 8 simultaneous scans

73Gbit/s peak, 15-40Gbit/s
typical.

XML XML Parsing, XPATH evaluation, Schema
validation and more

>10 Gbit/s (avg. across
14 workloads studied)

Fig. 4. Data and control flow in a typical use case.

20% are High Vt, and about 5% are nominal. Temperature monitors feed an on-chip
power limiter which can insert wait cycles for new operations on the PBus, thus reduc-
ing switching activity and power. These power management techniques reduce power
consumption by over 50% and maintain a power density of less than 0.25W/mm2.
These techniques allow PowerEN to fit into different power envelopes ranging from
25W to 75W. When all the cores and accelerators on the chip are powered on, the pro-
jected power breakdown at 2.0GHz is that the cores and caches consume 40%, the
accelerators consume 11% and the I/O and the PBus logic consume 19% of the power.
All numbers reported in this work assume nominal frequency/voltage settings.

Table I summarizes PowerEN components, and their capabilities.

3. ARCHITECTURE OF POWEREN

3.1. Example Use Case

Figure 4 shows a typical PowerEN use scenario. A packet stream coming in over the 4
10Gbit/s Ethernet ports is received by the Host Ethernet Adapter (HEA) (Step 1 in the
figure). The HEA strips the packet of the appropriate headers from the lower-layers of
the network stack, identifies the flow this packet is a part of, updates state it maintains
to remember that this particular packet was seen and identifies the software thread
that must be notified (Step 2). If this is a new packet, not belonging to any existing
flow, the HEA identifies a new software thread to handle this flow. The HEA places the
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packet data in a free memory buffer from a pool of memory buffers that the thread has
access to. The PowerEN architecture supports a technique called cache injection, which
comes in handy at this point. The HEA can directly install the packet’s data into an L2
cache (Step 3), even if none of the corresponding cache blocks were resident in any of
the L2s. This avoids having to write the buffer in physical memory first before it can be
used by the software thread or other hardware accelerators. We discovered that it was
important to support several memory buffer pools with different buffer sizes (128B,
256B, 512B, 2KB). Without such support, the packets of all sizes would be aligned to
some multiple of a single large buffer size and the cache injection mechanism would be
forced to map placement to a fraction of the cache sets. Without multiple buffer sizes,
this cache thrashing behavior caused a 21% drop in HEA performance.

To support cache injection, the L2 cache must be augmented to accept lines that
they have not first requested. When an L2 cache becomes overwhelmed with cache
inject requests, it will deny the request, resulting in the line being sent to another L2
cache or to memory. Cache injection was implemented without adding any new cache
coherence state and with little change to the overall protocol. Lines are injected in the
exclusive and modified state. Because PowerEN supports cache-coherent I/O with or
without injection, the protocol already shoots down other stale copies of the line.

Once sufficient data has been collected, the HEA also “wakes up” the software thread
responsible for handling this data further. “Sufficient data” here refers to data within
a single packet; individual packets are not delayed. The HEA need not wait even for
a single packet to be fully received before starting to send work to the accelerators.
The latency of each packet remains a key performance metric and a worst case la-
tency is stipulated as part of the performance requirements for each algorithm. This
“wake up” mechanism highlights another novel feature of PowerEN’s architecture. A
software thread, once it is done processing all the packets it is responsible for cur-
rently, can excuse itself from being scheduled on to a hardware thread context. The
software thread does this by first writing an address into a special hardware register,
and then executing a new instruction: “wake-up on loss of reservation.” This removes
the thread from scheduling consideration, and places a watch on the address posted
into the special hardware register. A store command on the interconnect targeting the
same address “wakes up” the thread (brings it back into scheduling contention). The
HEA is preprogrammed to know the wake-up address in use by each software thread
that is responsible for handling HEA’s flows. The HEA simply generates a store to the
appropriate address on the interconnect to inform the thread that there is work to be
done (Step 4). The value stored by the same store command tells the software thread
what exactly needs to be done with the buffered data.

At this point, user-level software routines can set up the necessary control structures
in memory in order to send work to the appropriate accelerator. Let us assume that
the data needs to be decrypted first. The software thread sets up the necessary control
data structures needed to communicate with the Cryptographic Data Mover (CDM),
and sends the request to the CDM (Step 5). The control data structures and the com-
mand to wake up an accelerator are standardized across all accelerators, and are part
of the PowerEN Architectural specification. There are 3 main control structures that
the software must set up - the Coprocessor Request Block (CRB), the Coprocessor Pa-
rameter Block (CPB) and the Coprocessor Status Block (CSB). Among other things,
the CRB contains a pointer to where the input data is, how much input data must be
processed, a pointer to where the output data must be placed, a pointer to where the
CPB is and a pointer to where the CSB is. The CPB contains necessary parameters to
control how the input data is processed by the accelerator. For example, for a simple
decryption algorithm, the decryption key would be part of the CPB. The CSB contains
place holders for the completion status and error messages - this is the structure that
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the accelerator would use to communicate back to the control plane thread, informing
it whether the task finished successfully or whether there were errors. Note that all
pointers used in these control data structures are specified as virtual addresses be-
longing to the address space of the process within whose context the thread is run-
ning. Each accelerator has a Memory Management Unit (MMU) in order to translate
the virtual addresses to physical addresses before accessing them. This is a key design
decision in PowerEN, and provides several advantages. First, it allows user-level soft-
ware to set up the control structures. Second, it allows the accelerators to deal with
page boundary crossings locally, without having to bother the control plane thread for
the physical address corresponding to the next virtual page.

After setting up the control structures, the user level software issues a single, newly
added, instruction, icswx. This instruction’s payload specifies two things: the target
accelerator and the pointer to the CRB. The PowerEN hardware securely attaches 2
pieces of additional information into placeholder fields in the CRB: the Process ID
and the Logical Partition ID. This allows the accelerator to work in the same virtual
address space as the thread issuing the icswx. The icswx is completed when the inter-
connect delivers the CRB’s contents to the target accelerator.

The CDM unit processes the CRB by dereferencing the embedded pointers and
pulling in the input data and the CPB from the memory subsystem. The accelera-
tor’s data accesses go through the hardware TLB first, which translates the addresses
from virtual to physical. And then the requests participate in the interconnect’s cache
coherence protocol, ensuring correct operation regardless of the physical location of
requested cache lines. In this case, the input data, the CPB and the CSB are likely
to be in L2 cache. The L2s in PowerEN are capable of directly supplying data to the
accelerator via cache intervention (Step 6). That is, the data in the L2 cache does not
need to be first evicted to physical memory before the accelerators get the data. This
keeps the data on chip and keeps the communication fast.

The CDM starts processing the data (Step 7). The CDM writes the output data, as
it is generated, to the appropriate location pointed to by the CRB (Step 8). Again, the
cache injection mechanism can be employed to send the output data directly into an
L2 cache, thereby keeping it on chip. The CDM also writes to specific fields in the CSB
to indicate completion and any relevant status information (Step 9).

Software observes completion either by polling on the status bit in the CSB, or by
employing the “wake up on loss of reservation” mechanism described earlier. Once the
work requested by the CRB is completed, the memory associated with the CRB, CPB
and CSB is returned (preferably to a pool of such data structures, for easy reuse).

In typical scenarios, decrypted data may be further processed by additional accelera-
tors (decompression, pattern matching, XML parsing, etc.) using a similar handshake.
Once all on chip processing is complete, the software thread hands the pointer to the
output data to the HEA, which then sends the packet out and returns any memory
buffers that free up, preferably to a free pool for easy reuse.

3.2. Accelerator-Friendly Architecture

The above example illustrates many of PowerEN’s architectural enhancements, which
simplify accelerator invocation, reduce startup overheads and minimize data move-
ment. In this subsection we recap the key innovations in PowerEN.

The PowerEN ISA defines a new instruction, called Initiate Coprocessor Store
Word or icswx (pronounced ik-switch). The icswx instruction copies a 64B aligned
coprocessor request block (CRB) to the target accelerator. The CRB contains all the
parameters needed to get the accelerator going, such as, the target algorithm engine
inside the accelerator, input and output data addresses and pointers to the parameter
(CPB) and status (CSB) blocks.
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Process and Virtual Partition identification information is securely added to the CRB
prior to transmission, allowing the accelerator to run in the same virtual address space
as the invoking thread. In addition, each accelerator has an associated MMU, includ-
ing a TLB and hardware translation page table walker. The accelerator is thus able
to perform its own address translation while concurrently processing requests from
different processes on different virtualized operating systems, with minimal software
involvement.

Each accelerator is directly attached to the coherent interconnect (called PBus) and
participates in the hardware coherence protocol. Accelerators are, therefore, able to
read or write all the data they need without special software support such as pinning
virtual pages or DMAing data in to and out of the accelerator.

Each accelerator has a hardware queue to hold a handful of CRBs. Should this
queue overflow, further CRBs will be rejected by the accelerator. The rejection is re-
ported back to software through a condition code set by the icswx instruction, placed
in the same condition registers set by normal compare instructions in the PowerPC
architecture.

To minimize this occurrence, the PowerEN accelerators can extend the hardware
queue into main memory. The spill/fill feature spills excess CRBs to a queue in memory.
As CRBs are completed and space frees up in the hardware request queue, CRBs are
automatically transferred to the hardware queue from the queue in memory. Other
than initial configuration of the spill/fill queues, software is uninvolved in this process.
While this can increase parallelism, it does increase memory and bus bandwidth, so
some applications may not find it beneficial. The test results reported in the following
sections do not use the spill/fill feature.

Since all accelerator activity involves data movement, managing data movement
within the system is a major focus of the PowerEN bus architecture. Besides tradi-
tional optimizations, such as prefetching and cache line locking, PowerEN provides a
number of accelerator-friendly optimizations.

Data produced by an accelerator, and data ingressed onto the chip from the HEA,
is not sent out to DRAM. Rather, accelerators can be configured to place generated
data in a specific L2 cache, or spread it uniformly across all L2 caches. This dramat-
ically reduces memory bandwidth requirements compared to traditional models. In a
traditional system, every hop to and from every accelerator would require writing and
reading the data to and from memory. In PowerEN, all data stays on the chip.

Furthermore, accelerators can update data in L2 caches in-place. This is useful, for
instance, when accelerators report completion. Accelerators typically report comple-
tion by writing a status bit in the Coprocessor Status Block. The status bit is checked
by software using normal loads. Rather than forcing the line into the DRAM or even
into some other L2 cache, the status bit is simply updated in-place, in the L2 cache
where it resides. Typically this is the L2 cache associated with the thread that sub-
mitted the request. And since typically the same thread also checks for completion,
updating the CSB in-place ensures that the status ends up exactly where it is needed,
rather than in some distant physical location.

To make polling on completion status even more efficient, PowerEN provides
the wait-on-reservation instruction. Its operation was described in some detail in
Section 3.1. Wait-on-reservation deschedules a thread until a store to a particular
thread-specific address is detected by the interconnect. This mechanism enables an ef-
ficient alternative to polling by disallowing threads that are only waiting for an acceler-
ator to finish up from using compute resources. This allows other threads doing active
computation from utilizing the core’s compute resources. The wait-on-reservation in-
struction may also be used to implement inter-thread communication structures, such
as locks.
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3.3. Accelerator Software Architecture

Historically, software communicated with devices via a kernel-level device driver. The
driver performed two basic functions - security checks and device abstraction. In
PowerEN, security checks have moved into the hardware. Accelerators access mem-
ory using the same virtual addresses as the invoking process, and the same page-level
protections apply. Device abstraction allows applications to be written to a higher-level
standard API, while giving hardware vendors the freedom to innovate. In PowerEN,
device abstraction occurs through the user-level libraries typically used to invoke the
accelerator.

PowerEN’s Software Development Kit (SDK) provides standard libraries supporting
encryption/decryption (OpenSSL, OpenVPN) and compression/decompression (zlib).
Multipattern search is a developing area, and standard APIs for this function are not
mature. PowerEN provides a custom interface for this function. The interface to pro-
gram the Host Ethernet Adapter is also based on a custom-developed user-level library
code.

Finally, the libcopl library provides an efficient low-level interface to the acceler-
ators. This allows application developers to port PowerEN function to their own in-
ternal APIs efficiently. A uniform architecture simplifies the software interfaces to
heterogeneous accelerators, allowing the application layer to take full advantage of
their capabilities.

4. HOST ETHERNET ADAPTER

The HEA unit provides network connectivity through four Ethernet ports, each con-
figurable as either 1Gbit/s port or a 10Gbit/s port. The HEA provides a number of
important packet acceleration functions, including the following.

— Programmable packet preclassification
— Check-sum validation (IP header, TCP, UDP)
— Automatic packet scattering/gathering over 128 send or receive queues
— Hardware-assisted packet queue management

The HEA communicates with software through queue pairs, each of which contains
a receive queue and a send queue. Each logical receive-queue can contain up to three
internal queues to efficiently handle different packet sizes.

When the HEA receives a packet from the network, it selects a queue pair based on a
hash of the 5-tuple.1 This spreads work across many threads, such that they can work
largely independently; yet it still ensures that inter-packet dependencies are enforced.
Within the selected logical receive-queue, the HEA places the packet on the correct
internal receive-queue based on the packet size.

To transmit a packet, software places the packet on a send-queue, and notifies the
HEA. For large packets, the packet buffer used for reception can also be used for trans-
mission, accelerating applications such as security, which tend to retransmit packets
with few modifications.

4.1. Performance

Figure 5 illustrates HEA throughput with minimum software overhead. An Ixia
Ethernet test system [IXIA Inc. 2012] was used to drive or receive packets in to or out
of PowerEN in order to measure peak packet throughputs. All packets are IPv4 pack-
ets (IPv6 is also supported), and minimal packet classification is done. For transmit
tests throughput is measured using Ixia’s tracing capability to measure the elapsed

1i.e. protocol, source address and port, destination address and port.
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Fig. 5. HEA transmit and receive bandwidth.

time and total number of bytes received on Ixia. For receive tests the HEA timestamp
associated with each frame was used to compute the elapsed time and the number of
bytes received.

For small packet sizes, HEA sustains 12Gbit/s to 28Gbit/s in each direction. How-
ever, for packets of 320B and larger, HEA supports nearly 100% utilization on all four
Ethernet ports simultaneously. Since typical Internet packet mixes have an average
packet size of around 384B, the HEA will support the full port bandwidth for realistic
traffic patterns.

5. PATTERN MATCHING ENGINE

The pattern matching engine (PME) scans input data for large numbers of regular
expressions. Typical applications group tens to thousands of expressions into pattern
contexts, and may contain hundreds of such pattern contexts. Given an input byte
stream, the PME reports all match locations for all patterns in a particular context.
Theoretical peak throughput is 73.6 Gbit/s. Realistic workloads typically obtain 15
Gbit/s to 45 Gbit/s.

Supported regular expression constructs include the following.

— Bounded/unbounded repeat operators ({...}, * , + )
— Wild-cards, character classes, case-insensitivity ([] , . )
— Alternatives (|)
— Start-anchored, end-anchored, unanchored patterns (^ , $)

The only hardware feature specific to ASCII encoding is case-insensitivity. The PME
is therefore suitable for scanning any byte-oriented data stream.

5.1. Software Interface

Figure 6 shows the PME software stack. Pattern contexts are compiled into an internal
form understood by the hardware.

Compiled contexts are uploaded to the PME via the PME Upload Manager (UM).
Application software then submits searches. During the performance critical search
function applications interact directly with the PME engine through icswx, embedded
in the PME search library. Match reports and completion status are produced by the
PME into normal user memory, and processed by the application using normal loads
and stores.

Network traffic can be scanned one packet at a time, without first reassembling
traffic streams. To accomplish this the PME saves scan state at the end of one data
buffer, and then restores that state before the next packet is scanned. The results
produced are identical to scanning both packets at once. State is stored in normal
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Fig. 6. PME software stack.

Fig. 7. PME architecture.

user memory, so the number of active network flows is bounded only by system
memory size.

This capability creates dependencies between successive scans. These hazards are
checked and enforced by the PME. Software can submit multiple dependent scans in
parallel, and the PME will ensure they are performed in the correct order.

5.2. Accelerator Design

The PME follows a RISC design philosophy. Simple hardware performs a minimal
number of critical functions as fast as possible. An intelligent compiler makes efficient
use of hardware primitives.

Like many modern multipattern-search engines [Cavium Networks 2009; Kumar
et al. 2009; Pasetto et al. 2010; Smith et al. 2008; Tang et al. 2010], the PME contains
both NFA and DFA features (Figure 7). The core engine, the B-FSM [van Lunteren
2006] is a DFA state walking engine. Four of these are combined together into a physi-
cal lane. The compiler will optimally distribute patterns across the B-FSMs to prevent
the state-explosion that DFA-based algorithms are prone to.

State explosion is further avoided via the local-result processor (LRP). While the
B-FSMs can identify many patterns directly, some regular expression constructs, such
as the common .* construct, cannot be encoded efficiently on the B-FSM. Patterns
are broken into subexpressions at such constructs, and the B-FSMs search for these
subexpressions. When a subexpression is found, the B-FSM forwards an instruction
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Fig. 8. PME Performance: simple string patterns.

to the LRP, which determines when all the subexpressions have been identified in the
correct order. The LRP then reports the pattern match.

When a context becomes too large to fit efficiently on four B-FSMs and/or one LRP,
the compiler will break the context into multiple subcontexts. Similar to the dispersal
across the B-FSMs, the compiler intelligently distributes patterns to minimize pres-
sure on the B-FSMs and LRPs.

This dramatically reduces the size of the resulting compiled context, but does come
at a cost. To the hardware, these subcontexts look like independent contexts that hap-
pen to scan the same data. The PME search library must submit a separate scan for
each subcontext in the logical context. To improve the performance of large contexts, a
single PME icwsx command can invoke two scans.

Four independent physical lanes are instantiated on the PME. Furthermore, each
physical lane is time-multiplexed between two virtual lanes, each of which can run an
independent search. Thus the PME can work on eight scans simultaneously from the
same or different software threads or processes. Each of the eight virtual lanes can
scan one byte every other cycle at 2.3GHz.

The PME contains 512KB of SRAM cache for compiled pattern rules, organized as
32KB of cache per B-FSM. A B-FSM can read the rules required to process a single
character in a single cycle, as long as the rules are in its local cache. When a rule
miss occurs, the rule is fetched from main memory. While the rule is being fetched, the
scan is disengaged from the virtual lane, which may be assigned to a different scan,
reducing the effective miss penalty.

If a context is frequently used, it may benefit from more bandwidth than that
provided by a single physical lane. In this case, the upload manager can replicate
the context across multiple physical lanes. This requires replicating the rules in the
B-FSM caches, thereby reducing the effective cache capacity. The UM seeks to max-
imize throughput, balancing the cost of increased rule miss rate, vs. improved load
balancing across the physical lanes. The search application is uninvolved in this opti-
mization. Replication is done asynchronously and transparently by the UM, based on
hardware-assisted profiling of context and rule usage.

5.3. Performance

Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the performance of the PME for a wide range of synthetic
workloads. Multipattern search workloads containing large numbers of complex pat-
terns are not publicly available at this time. By using synthetic workloads, we can vary
key parameters, and make the set publicly available [IBM 2012].

Performance is measured using multithreaded user-level Linux applications that
leverage the libcopl library. The tests stream scans from 32 threads, an excessive
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Fig. 9. PME Performance: complex patterns.

Table II. Example Patterns from the Complex Pattern Sets

Example Pattern Description
6zfe4tOikumP Simple string pattern
cbPvd(WT)? Extended string pattern with optional element

^jVC6(Wj|zq|A7)vX[^\n\r]*
3FFh3GAOz

Two string elements with separator,
front-anchored

E[a-z]kRqDMf.*xbgyHH.*
9Ia3UbnPdhW4tq[A-Z]

Three string elements with separators

number designed to ensure the PME is saturated. We measure the steady-state band-
width on the processor threads using the processor’s timebase register over about 20K
scans. These measurements are verified using performance counters on the PME en-
gine. The average of three measurements is reported.

The figures show the performance in Gbit/s on the y-axis and total number of pat-
terns on the x-axis. The number of patterns are increased either by adding more pat-
terns to a single context (Single Context), or by increasing the number of different
fixed-sized contexts (Multiple Contexts). In the later case, each context contains 1000
patterns.

The simple string patterns (Figure 8) consist of patterns made up of a uniform dis-
tributions of upper and lower case letters and digits. Each pattern is 10 characters
long. All are case sensitive. None are anchored.

The complex pattern sets (Figure 9) consist of a mix of simple strings, extended
string-like elements and separator elements. The extended string-like elements con-
tain broad character classes ([a-z] , [A-Z] , [0-9] ), alternatives ( (abc|xyz|123) )
and optional components ( abc(123)? ). They represent 35% of all string elements.
In addition, 20% of patterns contain multiple such string-like elements separated by
wildcards and repeat constructs ( . , .* , [^"]*" , [^\n\r]* , ... ). Of the patterns, 50%
are case insensitive, and 20% are front-anchored (^ ). Table II shows several example
patterns from the complex pattern sets.

The input data is also an important factor affecting pattern matching performance.
Most of the input characters are chosen from a random uniform distribution over let-
ters and digits. However, random data does not stress the B-FSMs realistically because
they will not tend to traverse a wide variety of DFA states. By interspersing byte se-
quences that match the initial pieces of the patterns, the B-FSMs are driven to explore
a much wider variety of states, stressing the rule cache hierarchy. The distance be-
tween such sequences is an exponential distribution with a mean of 100 characters.
The length of matching sequences is exponential with a mean of 2. The target pattern
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for the pattern-based sequence is random uniform over all patterns in the pattern
context. All scans are 1000B long.

Where multiple contexts are used, searches are distributed in a uniform random dis-
tribution over the contexts. This is a worst case situation. Applications with multiple
contexts commonly use a few contexts frequently, and many rarely.

For a single context of simple patterns (Figure 8), performance is a constant 45 Gbit/s
up to 600 patterns. In this range, there are no rule misses. Beyond this performance
starts to fall due to increasing miss rate. At 1000 patterns (36 Gbit/s) a single logical
lane is full. After this two logical lanes are used2, reducing the miss rate, but at the
cost of more physical scans. The trend continues resulting in a gentle decline in per-
formance as patterns are added, culminating with 3500 patterns on four logical lanes
at 17 Gbit/s. At this point the context fills four subcontexts, which is the compiler’s
self-imposed limit on context size.

With multiple contexts, performance remains constant at about 33 Gbit/s out to 8000
patterns, even though the number of rules increases as contexts are added. This is
due to physical lane replication described previously. With a single context, the UM
replicates that context on all four physical lanes for maximum throughput. Essen-
tially four contexts are being cached. With two contexts, replication is reduced to two
copies, again yielding four cached contexts and leaving the effective cache pressure
unchanged, even though the number of live rules have doubled. Four contexts are sim-
ilar. Each physical lane can comfortably hold 2 large, heavily used contexts. Hence, 8
contexts result in similar performance.

The complex pattern sets show similar trends, but put more pressure on the LRP
and B-FSM rule cache hierarchy (Figure 9). Approximately 500 patterns, rather than
1000, fit in a logical lane. Performance is flat (51 Gbit/s) up to 200 patterns. Every 500
patterns, another logical lane is added, trading off increasing miss rate for additional
scans. Performance degrades reasonably to 16 Gbit/s with 2000 patterns on four logical
lanes. Note that the 1000 pattern point is relatively low, due apparently to random
variation in the synthetic pattern set.

The multicontext results are relatively flat up to 4000 patterns (4 contexts).
Replication again plays a key role in this region. Each context with 1000 patterns
is compiled into two subcontexts. Similar to the multicontext simple string results, the
upload manager puts four copies of each subcontext on each of the four physical lanes,
physically caching eight total subcontexts. With two contexts, the upload manager
switches to replicating each context twice. In fact, with two logical contexts, four total
subcontexts, the UM has some flexibility to decide which subcontexts are paired on the
physical lanes, leading to a lower miss rate and better performance (20 Gbit/s, up from
15 Gbit/s).

There is a dip again with three contexts, because six subcontexts don’t pack cleanly
on four physical lanes. Two contexts are unreplicated, and one is replicated twice. As
with two contexts, performance increases again with four contexts. Each context is
unreplicated, and the eight subcontexts are packed on the four physical lanes.

Performance is therefore relatively flat, varying between 15 Gbit/s and 20 Gbit/s
from one to four contexts. After this point, the miss rate increases, and performance
slopes off as shown.

In summary, the PME is capable of scanning data at 15 to 50 Gbit/s on multiple
contexts containing as many as 8000 patterns. A RISC design philosophy coupled with
tight integration produced a flexible high-performance pattern matching accelerator
capable of handling a rich regular expression language at wire-speed.

2The proto-type compiler logical lane selection heuristics are still being tuned. The number of logical lanes
was selected using command-line switches.
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6. CRYPTOGRAPHIC DATA MOVER ACCELERATOR

Encryption, decryption, and authentication of streaming data at the edge of a datacen-
ter can substantially free up general purpose compute resources inside the datacenter.
The Cryptographic Data Mover (CDM) is capable of handling a wide range of cryp-
tographic algorithms, often at wire speeds, including combinations of two operations
(encryption and authentication) in a single command.

In addition to accelerating cryptography the CDM also supports block data moves
(generic DMA) at over 60 Gbit/s, and random number generation at 12K 64-bit num-
bers per second.

6.1. Accelerator Design

The CDM is composed of eight channels. Each channel contains one or more algorithm
engines, and a DMA engine to stream data in and out of the algorithm engines. Only
one algorithm engine is active within a channel at a time. Each algorithm engine is ca-
pable of handling one or a small subset of the supported algorithms. Algorithm engines
are replicated across the channels to meet throughput targets for each algorithm.

The CRB indicates which algorithm is required. For a given algorithm, there is a
fixed subset of applicable channels: those containing the appropriate algorithm engine.
The CDM will select the next available, applicable channel to handle the CRB request.

The channel works on the incoming data in a pipelined fashion. The DMA unit in
the channel starts fetching the packet data. The algorithm engine will begin work as
soon as a sufficient minimum amount of data has arrived. The output data is DMAed
back to the destination address, as pointed to by the CRB, as it is generated.

6.2. Performance

The performance tests are written as user-level code under Linux, leveraging the lib-
copl library provided with the PowerEN Software Development Kit. Each test submits
requests of a particular size for one particular cryptographic algorithm. The requests
are submitted from a programmable number of software threads, spaced uniformly
across the 64 available hardware threads. We vary both the packet size and the num-
ber of software threads to investigate how these parameters affect throughput. We
only show the encryption rates; the rate of encryption and decryption are equal for
these cryptographic algorithms.

The steady state icswx acceptance rate directly correlates with the steady state ic-
swx completion rate, and this is used to measure throughput. We validate this mea-
surement using both hardware performance counters on the CDM, and the processor
timebase register.

We first enumerate the absolute throughput achieved for each algorithm tested. We
then discuss the relative advantage of acceleration compared to running code on the
general purpose cores.

6.2.1. Accelerator Throughputs. Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the absolute through-
puts measured for the individual symmetric encryption and authentication (message
digest or hashing) algorithms, including combined operations (last six workloads in
Figure 11). The results do not show all possible subfunctions within each algorithm.
For example, AES supports a handful of different flavors. We just consider one (ECB)
with a 128-bit key size. This was a conscious decision to help focus on insights, while
gaining a reasonably good feel for the performance ranges. Each stacked bar indi-
cates the throughput that can be reached by increasing the number of threads partic-
ipating in sending work to the accelerator. For each algorithm the figure also shows
the throughput improvements as the size of the payload per CRB increases. As can
be seen, often, only 1 to 4 threads (out of the 64 on a chip) are needed to keep the
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Fig. 10. Best-case throughputs for individual, symmetric, crypto algorithms. x-axis is payload size in Bytes.

Fig. 11. Best-case throughputs for symmetric, crypto algorithms including combined encryption/
authentication algorithms. x-axis is payload size in Bytes.

accelerator well fed with work - only AES and DES need 8 or 16 threads, and that too
only for payloads which are 128B or smaller. As the payload size increases the num-
ber of threads needed decreases; fewer threads are able to keep the accelerator busy if
each request demands more work. This allows the other threads to be used for other
useful work.

The combined algorithms shown in Figure 11 combine encryption and authentica-
tion operations on input data into a single command. It is also possible to perform
the same two operations individually using two separate CRBs for a given payload;
we call this the 2-call approach (not shown in the figure), as opposed to the baseline
1-call approach (shown in the figure). Intuitively, one would expect the 2-call approach
to be worse both in terms of latency and throughput. However, we found that there
is a subtle performance advantages to this approach in some specific scenarios. The
baseline 1-call combined operations must be directed to channels which support both
the encryption and authentication algorithm requested. This can disqualify some of
the channels which do not contain both the necessary engines. For example, TDES
is supported by all 8 channels, while SHA is supported by 6. This restricts the 1-call
TDES HSHA* operations to only 6 of the 8 channels. A 2-call implementation enables
engaging all 8 TDES channels, and, indirectly, frees up the 6 SHA channels by a small
amount enabling them to perform more of the SHA authentication. This insight can
be used by software developers to extract more performance from the PowerEN’s cryp-
tology hardware.

The CDM supports a wide range of asymmetric mathematical functions, used to
accelerate asymmetric cryptographic algorithms including Rivest-Shamir-Aldeman
(RSA) and Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) [Certicom Research 2000a, 2000b; US
Department of Commerce/National Institute of Standards and Technology 2009]. The
asymmetric operations are basically modular arithmetic operations - addition, subtrac-
tion, multiplication, inversion, reduction, exponentiation and exponentiation based
on the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) - done on operands belonging to different
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Fig. 12. Best-case throughputs for asymmetric m* crypto algorithms. x-axis is operand size.

Fig. 13. Best-case throughputs for asymmetric m2*, p* and p2* crypto algorithms. x-axis is operand size.

Galois Fields (GF). In Figure 12 operations labeled M* operate on operands in GF(2m).
In Figure 13 operations labeled M2* operate on ECC operands over GF(2m); operations
labeled P* operate on operands in GF(P), and operations labeled P2* operate on ECC
operands over GF(P).

Unlike the symmetric algorithms, these operations are not done over variable-sized
input data. Instead the operations are mathematical functions performed over input
operands of well-defined sizes. Performance for these operations is therefore measured
in operations per second, rather than in bits per second.

6.2.2. Acceleration Advantage. We used an internal software tool called sslbench to mea-
sure performance with and without acceleration. Sslbench uses the OpenSSL library
to submit work. This makes it easy to compare accelerator and software performance,
by either linking against the PowerEN-specific version of OpenSSL (with accelerator
support), or, the generic software-based version of OpenSSL. This allows us to mea-
sure the latency of encrypting a large, 32KB payload with and without acceleration for
a number of algorithms.

Figure 14 and Figure 15 summarize our findings. Figure 14 shows the performance
of the tests that offload work to the accelerator, as more and more software threads are
employed. The results are normalized to the best performance we could get using the
software-only approach; in most cases the software-only approach required employing
all 64 threads available on chip for best performance. The main take away from this
figure is that for most algorithms acceleration can improve performance by nearly an
order of magnitude, while engaging much fewer A2 threads than the purely software
option would require. Indirectly, this also indicates a potentially significant power ad-
vantage by freeing up the general purpose cores. That said, we found one algorithm,
rc4 (and its variant, rc4 40) for which by using sufficiently large number of threads the
software-only approach does better than acceleration.

A different way to compare the performance with and without acceleration is to
employ a fixed number of software threads in both cases. Figure 15 shows such a com-
parison with 8 A2 threads engaged. In one case the 8 threads run the cryptographic
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Fig. 14. Performance advantage of acceleration.

Fig. 15. Performance advantage of acceleration when engaging 8 threads.

algorithm on the A2 cores; in the other, the same 8 threads are used only to set up
CRBs and offload work to the accelerator. The performance advantage of acceleration
shown in this figure is likely conservative. Fewer than 8 threads may be able to fully
engage the accelerators, where as software performance will degrade proportionally
with fewer threads.

7. COMPRESSION ACCELERATOR

Data compression and decompression are extremely important for highly streamlined
datacenter applications, often utilized in both high traffic networking and disk man-
agement to yield higher efficiency by shrinking data footprints. The nature of these
algorithms lend themselves to hardware acceleration, and several standalone compres-
sion/decompression hardware engines have emerged to offload these operations [AHA
2010; NetLogic Microsystems 2010].

The PowerEN compression/decompression accelerator supports up to 8 Gbit/s of si-
multaneous compression and decompression bandwidth, using the RFC 1951 [Network
Working Group 1996c] compliant DEFLATE/INFLATE algorithms, based on LZ77 and
Huffman coding. As they share the same base algorithm functionality, the engine is
also capable of handling zlib (RFC1950 [Network Working Group 1996a]) and gzip
(RFC1952 [Network Working Group 1996b]) stream operations as well.

The accelerator can work on multiple compress/decompress commands at once from
the same or multiple threads from the same or multiple processes. Furthermore, a
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Table III. Workload File Sizes and Compression Ratios

File Orig. Size Comp. Size Comp. Ratio
xargs.1 4227 1736 2.43
plrabn12.txt 481861 194332 2.48
asyoulik.txt 125179 48778 2.57
alice29.txt 152089 54170 2.81
lcet10.txt 426754 144439 2.95
sum 38240 12838 2.98
grammar.lsp 3721 1222 3.05
cp.html 24603 7940 3.10
fields.c 11150 3115 3.58
kennedy.xls 1029744 207029 4.97
ptt5 513216 52221 9.83
HMean 3.17

single data stream can be submitted in separate pieces. Compressed packet streams
do not need to be reassembled prior to decompression, nor be completed prior to com-
pression and transmission.

Performance being the key component of the architecture, memory sizings for the ac-
celerator were very important. For decompression, both static and dynamic Huffman
decoding are supported using a 32KB history table. For compression, the engine em-
phasizes speed, latency, and die area over maximum compression ratios; only static
Huffman encoding is supported.

The 32KB history table was sized according to a number of factors, including
throughput performance, power, and physical chip size. LZ77 frequently employs a
a sliding history window (table) of anywhere between 2KB and 32KB; a larger history
table allows compression to build a much richer comparison when deflating data, and
allows decompression a much longer window in which to look back when inflating data.
The bigger the window, the better the potential performance. The engine also contains
a 4KB history cache to cache recently used history during decompression. In the time
during which missing history is fetched from memory the engine does not stop. In-
stead, a “hole” is created in the output stream, which is filled once the missing history
returns from memory. The size of the history cache was chosen as a direct result of
simulated benchmarking done on the Canterbury Corpus benchmark suite.

A combination of both functional and performance based software models writ-
ten in C++/CSIM were used to ascertain hit/miss rates and relative compression/
decompression history utilization based on the accelerator engine architecture. Nu-
merous sizes were run through the models for both the table and cache, and it was
ascertained that these sizings not only fit well within the physical accelerator space,
but most importantly hit the mark on performance in terms of minimizing stalls dur-
ing decompression.

7.1. Performance

Performance is gauged using the Canterbury Corpus benchmark set [Powell 2000].
The benchmark set contains 11 files chosen specifically to stress various aspects of
compression and decompression, and to deliver representative results. The testcases
are single threaded. All reported results are averaged over 20 runs. An enhanced ver-
sion of the zlib library capable of utilizing the accelerator was used. All measurements
of time rely on the processor’s timebase register. Table III lists each file’s size before
and after compression with gzip -9, as well as the compression ratio. The compression
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Fig. 16. Absolute throughputs.

ratio ranges from 2.43 (xargs.1) all the way up to 9.83 (ptt5), with a harmonic mean of
2.263. Results are sorted by this compression ratio throughout this section.

7.1.1. Throughput. Figure 16 illustrates the raw bandwidth (measured in terms of the
uncompressed data stream) of the accelerator for each file in the Canterbury Corpus
benchmark set. The average reported compression bandwidth is 9.1 Gbit/s, and given
the straightforward static Huffman coding, is fairly constant.

Decompression has an average bandwidth of 8.9 Gbit/s, but varies by almost a factor
of two from 6.7 Gbit/s (asyoulik.txt) all the way up to 12.8 Gbit/s (ptt5). The general up-
ward trend across the graph demonstrates that high compression ratios lead to better
decompression rates, as fewer history buffer reads are required.

While a full end to end application that simultaneously engages multiple accelerator
engines was beyond the scope of this work, a subset of such a test was attempted in-
volving the HEA, CDM and the compression unit. This corresponded to a case where a
packet stream received over the HEA is first encrypted and then compressed before be-
ing retransmitted out. The overall throughput was, as expected, limited by the lowest
performing individual accelerator in that case, which happened to be the compres-
sion unit. This provides a glimpse at how PowerEN’s efficient data movement avoids
creating additional performance bottlenecks when multiple accelerators are chained
together in a pipelined fashion.

7.1.2. Comparison to Software. Accelerator and software performance can be directly
compared using the zlib library on the PowerEN processor core. Figure 17 shows the
difference in compression ratios between the software and hardware implementations.
As expected, software with dynamic Huffman encoding and variable levels of compres-
sion, achieves higher compression ratios than the accelerator. On average, the accel-
erator produces compressed files 22% larger than zlib -0, and 42% larger than zlib -9.
However, the resulting increase in throughput is enormous.

Table IV shows the speedup of the accelerator over zlib. Decompression averages 22
times faster. The ptt5 input, with its high compression ratio, does relatively well with
software (only 14x slower). Other than this, there is little trend to the data.

Compression is even more impressive. Compared to zlib -0, the accelerator is more
than 100 times faster. With level-9 compression, zlib is more variable in performance,
resulting in a wide range of speedups from 169x (grammar.lsp) to 7842x (kennedy.xls),

3The harmonic mean corresponds to an average input made up of equal parts of each component, and is
used throughout this section.
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Fig. 17. Compression ratios HW vs. SW.

Table IV. Throughput Ratios HW vs. SW

File Decomp Comp zlib -0 Comp zlib -9
xargs.1 30.9 116.3 345.6
plrabn12.txt 24.2 131.9 919.0
asyoulik.txt 23.6 106.9 560.4
alice29.txt 22.5 121.4 722.1
lcet10.txt 22.1 129.9 650.3
sum 22.3 89.3 2416.0
grammar.lsp 30.7 115.1 169.4
cp.html 21.3 90.7 249.3
fields.c 21.7 99.0 244.5
kennedy.xls 19.8 137.7 7842.7
ptt5 14.2 105.4 2183.7
HMean 22.1 110.9 464.3

with a harmonic mean of 464x. The mean drops only slightly to 424x if the high outlier
(kennedy.xls) is removed.

In summary, compared to a general purpose processor core, the accelerator provides
a 20x performance improvement on decompression. On compression, the accelera-
tor yields hundreds to thousands of times more bandwidth. Offloading compression/
decompression leaves processor cores available for more suitable tasks, and enables
wire-speed processing rates.

8. XML ACCELERATOR

8.1. Architecture

The XML accelerator parses XML documents, and can, optionally, postprocess the re-
sults in different ways. Postprocessing can include schema validation, Xpath matching
and filtering, and other streamable XML processing options. The accelerator receives
documents to parse in chunks (of up to 64KB) and generates output incrementally,
as a collection of 4KB buffers, as the document is parsed. There are two main output
formats: TLA (Type-Length-Attribute) format, which can be incrementally consumed
by the software application, and the Tree format, which is intended to be used by the
software once the entire document is processed. The size of the output is highly vari-
able depending on the output format requested, the post processing being performed,
and the characteristics of the document itself. A 64KB chunk of input can generate
anywhere from 1 to 32 4KB output buffers.
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Fig. 18. Throughputs for XML workloads when generating TLA and TREE output (size in bytes and num-
ber of TLAs in workload shown along x-axis).

The accelerator can parse multiple documents simultaneously, and both the input
document chunks and output data buffers can be interleaved. The accelerators can
handle a large number of simultaneously live sessions, each of which is associated with
one document and is identified by a unique session ID. Software communicates with
the hardware accelerator by setting up a Coprocessor Request Buffer (CRB) structure
in memory and using the icswx command. The first CRB associated with the processing
of a new document requests that the accelerator open a new session. From that point
on, all input data transfers from the software to the accelerator and output data or
responses from the accelerator to software are tagged with the unique session ID. The
session ID can be reused once the processing of the document currently associated with
it completes.

The accelerator also contains a post processing engine (PPE) that may be optionally
engaged to perform in-line post processing on the parsed document chunks. The PPE
can suppress or selectively include parts of the result document in the final output,
switch output formats mid-stream, or insert tags that annotate specific items in the
result. The PPE is a programmable microcontroller with its own internal Instruction
Set Architecture(ISA) and can execute sophisticated post processing operations on the
parsed output. If the PPE is to be used for a document, the CRB that opens a new
session must indicate this and also point to the precompiled PPE program in memory
to be used in the postprocessing step.

The accelerator can be used by up to four processes at a time, be they across different
Virtual Machines or within a single Operating System. The accelerator can handle 4
separate virtual-to-physical address mappings.

Internally, the accelerator implements 4 accelerator engine pipelines that can parse,
postprocess and generate output buffers in parallel. There is some function that is
shared by these pipelines; address translation, data ingress and egress, request queu-
ing, etc. Load balancing is achieved by statically and predictably associating any given
session ID to only one of the parallel pipelines.

8.2. Performance

We measured performance of the XML accelerator using 14 realistic workloads. Each
workload repeatedly processes a unique, real-life, XML document. The testcases that
exercise the accelerators were written as multithreaded (1 to 4 threads) C programs
running under Linux. The library used to communicate with the XML accelerator was
a kernel-level library, although a corresponding, lightweight, user-level library is cur-
rently under development. Time is measured using the processor timebase register.
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Fig. 19. Latency to process XML documents (size in bytes and number of TLAs in workload shown along
x-axis).

These results illustrate the range of performance numbers that may be expected, al-
though the actual performance depends on the characteristics of the document itself.

Figure 18 shows the throughputs of processing the workloads studied. The x-axis
shows the size of each XML file and the number of TLAs in it. The first 14 pairs of
bars correspond to parsing the input XML file in the XML Unit’s Parse engine. The
last 3 pairs of bars correspond to the case where the input XML file is sent through the
Parse engine followed by the Packet Processing Engine. For most workloads, the XML
accelerator is able to sustain a throughput of over 10 Gbit/s.

In addition to throughput, the latency of document processing is an important per-
formance metric for the XML unit. Figure 19 shows the latencies of processing a docu-
ment under each of the workloads studied. The processing latency is dependent on the
size of the file, the output format (tree format takes longer) and the post processing
steps if any (last 3 workloads).

9. CONCLUSION

Edge-of-network applications represent a growing class of workloads with unique
characteristics compatible with hardware acceleration of key functions; compression,
encryption, authentication, intrusion detection and XML processing. Hardware accel-
eration has also been described as a key approach to continued energy-proportional
performance scaling.

In this article we describe the hardware acceleration features in IBM’s PowerEN
processor, a processor that targets this application space. We highlight the architec-
tural features of PowerEN that simplify software such that its hardware acceleration
capabilities can be used efficiently. We also measure and report quantitative perfor-
mance data for each of the hardware accelerators in PowerEN, across a range of test
cases. The accelerators typically provide 10Gbit/s to 40Gbit/s of accelerated function,
often orders of magnitude faster than software. This leaves many software threads
free to address computation that is not conducive to acceleration.

PowerEN exemplifies the new direction in application-specific SOCs. Heterogeneous
computation dispersed across processors and hardware accelerators, tightly integrated
with well-architected low-latency user-level interfaces, will enable SOCs to sustain
wire-speed processing for generations to come.
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